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About Us
NSP Expert Lab Solutions are a leading

laboratory supply & service specialist

company.

Our products and solutions are carefully

selected and designed to ensure that Irish

laboratory environments across all industries 

 can be elevated by working with the best,

safest and most efficient equipment.

In line with our mission to bring a 

Breath of Fresh Air to our clients, we maintain a

specific focus on providing outstanding clean

air technology.



Graham Devitt 

Our mission is to Bring a Breath of Fresh Air
to our clients by providing expert advice,
exemplary service and outstanding clean
air technology at all times

Since we were founded in 2005

we have steadily grown our team

of expert engineers who are

equipped, skilled and fully

accredited in the latest industry

standards and manufacturer

requirements. We are proud of

the strong reputation we have

built over our 15 years in business

and we work hard to maintain an

exceptional level of service at all

times. We are accredited to ISO

9001:2008 since 2010 which was

revised to ISO 9001:2015 in 2018.
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We have built strong relationships with our clients who

have chosen to partner with us over the years. These

key relationships ensure that we are not only called

upon to install new laboratory components, but our

clients and customers know they can rely on our expert

teams for ongoing servicing, upgrades and

troubleshooting.

Managing Director
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cleanrooms
We proudly offer one of the most

comprehensive and complete ranges of

Cleanrooms in Ireland. 

Our solutions can be tailored to provide

a completely bespoke solution to suit

your individual needs. 

We have supplied, fitted and maintained

Cleanrooms and Cleanroom

accessories to our clients across a range

of sectors for 15 years, and have a

proven track record for understanding

and translating the unique

environmental requirements into an

effective, cost-efficient solution. 

Available Configurations: 

Modular Cleanrooms

Large Modular 

Cleanroom Kits

e-liquid mixer lab

e-liquid lab

Flexible wall cleanrooms 

CAM (clean air modules)

Softwall & hardwall
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NSP now offer a range of mobile

cleanroom and laboratory solutions for

rapid deployment situations where a

controlled environment is necessary.

Ranging from converted portable modular

buildings and shipping containers to 7.5-

tonne trucks and 3.5-tonne Luton box

vans, the CleanCube range utilises

existing portable solutions, cleverly

configured to maximise every millimetre

of useable space.

cleanrooms
mobile range

Available Configurations: 

Commonly used as:

Internal fitout options:

Box Vans

Modular Buildings

Shipping Containers

Bio-safety laboratories

(BSL 1, 2 & 3)

Covid-19 testing stations

Covid-19 diagnostic

laboratories

Temporary cleanrooms

(ISO 5, 6, 7 & 8)

H14 HEPA filtration (supply/exhaust)

Temperature & humidity control

13-amp & 3-Ph power outlets

Positive & negative pressurisation
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cleanroom
accessories
We can supply & fit a wide selection of cleanroom accessories

If you can't see what you need, please get in touch as this outline is not an

exhaustive list of options available

power sources

air showers nitrogen
generators

step-over benches

changing
atriums

sinks led lighting
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We work closely with our suppliers and

manufacturers to ensure we can bring

you a cost-effective and safe solution for

clean air requirements. During

manufacture and again at installation, all

aspects of the fume cabinet, from the

electronics through to the metalwork,

are meticulously checked and

monitored to ensure optimal operation,

safety and compliance with regulations

and international standards.
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extraction
ducted fume hoods

The range is available in a

wide selection of standard

sizes, with filters to suit all

applications, however, we

proudly offer bespoke

systems to suit any unique

requirements.

Scrubber fume cupboards

Bench-mounted

Lowered-floor

Walk-in cupboards

Nano5

Isotope fume hoods

Bespoke sizing available

The range includes:
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extraction
non-ducted fume hoods

We have a wide selection of non-ducted fume hoods available to suit

almost any space & requirement. 

Through the use of Carbon Filters, the range can efficiently filter more than

500 chemicals without the need for ducting. With the abilities of a

traditional fume cupboard, the non-ducted system doesn’t bear the high

costs of exhausting a lab's conditioned air, instead, the air is cleaned before

being safely recirculated back into the working environment.

The quick & easy installation of

non-ducted fume hoods means

they are often less expensive

than their ducted counterparts. 

Because of the simple process,

our range of non-ducted hoods

can be installed in trickier

environments and listed

buildings. 

Requiring just a standard 240V/13amp

connection, the Non-Ducted units are

as easy to install as a Laboratory

Fridge. With a depth of 750mm, the

range is designed to fit through

standard door openings and sit on

standard Lab Benching.

Atex solutions available
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biological safety
class I & class II

A biological safety cabinet (BSC)

provides a ventilated workspace,

typically used in laboratory

environments to allow for safe

interactions with contaminated

materials or pathogens; protecting

both the lab worker and the

surrounding areas. The air is

removed from the workspace

through a HEPA filter to ensure

that viruses & bacteria can be

safely removed. Our BSCs also

facilitate the sterility of materials

used inside the product.

Class I cabinets provide personnel and

environmental protection and are

commonly used to enclose specific

equipment or procedures that

potentially generate aerosols. 

BSCs of this class are either ducted or

non-ducted.

Class II cabinets provide personnel

and environmental protection as well

as product / sample protection due to

the makeup air also being HEPA-

filtered.

class I or class II?
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A Laminar Flow system is vital in the

control of particulate contamination.

Laminar air flow can be described as

an entire body of air flow with

steady, uniform velocity.

Within a Laminar Flow Cabinet air is

initially drawn through an easy-

change, high-quality EU4 pre-filter

to remove all gross particulate. All

air then passes through the fan

system, before being pushed

through a ULPA or HEPA filter

removing 99.9998% of all particles

>0.12 μm in size. This, in turn,

guarantees an ISO Class 4, particle-

free working environment and

provides the best product

protection.binets conform fully to BS

EN ISO 14644 & BS EN 1822.

Vertical flow

Horizontal flow 

PCR

We work closely with our suppliers

and manufacturers to ensure that

all aspects of our Laminar Flow

cabinets are fitted with the latest

digital fans to ensure low noise and

low energy consumption.

Our Laminar Flow Cabinets come in

three categories:

They are available in four standard

widths, 1000mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

and 1800mm or a custom design

service for bespoke requirements.

Units can be delivered directly to

your site, where we offer complete

installation and certification.

containment
laminar flow
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containment
fume containment

Our Formalin Storage Cabinets are ideal

for the safe storage of samples within a

Pathology, Mortuary or laboratory

environment. Circulaire® Chemical

Storage is designed for the safe storage of

samples and other items containing

chemicals such as formalin or peracetic

acid. The cabinet is constantly ventilated to

prevent the build-up of fumes in the

storage area. The air is drawn through an

activated carbon filter to remove fumes.

Whilst these products are all designed for

use with Formalin this is not exclusive. We

can offer many filters that make the

products suitable for a host of other

chemical applications. 

Our range of downflow workstations and

benches also offer excellent containment for

dissection work. 

Freestanding, simply place a container of

formalin into the base section, connect up

and dispense the formalin through the tap.

The large capacity carbon filter ensures that

no fumes are returned into the working area.

Where additional safety is required an outlet

carbon filter can be fitted along with a filter

saturation alarm.
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containment
powder containment

Our Powder Containment Booth

is designed specifically for control

of medium to heavy powders

when a user is dispensing from

containment drums to a balance

or smaller container. It offers

first-class operator protection

from both Powders and

Particulate. 

The open front design allows for

easy access to your working area

for easy transfer and

manoeuvring. It is manufactured

from polypropylene over an

epoxy powder coated zintec mild

steel frame and is fitted with a

recessed fluorescent strip light to

illuminate the area.

Operator Protection

Fluorescent Lighting

Chemical Resistant Construction

Low Airflow Monitor Alarm

Open Front Working Aperture

Easy Powder Transfer

Features Include:

H14 HEPA Filters removes 99.997% of all

particles >0.3 μm in size.

Recessed fluorescent strip light

illuminates the working area.

Highly Chemical Resistant construction

allows for a wide range of chemicals to

be used.

Control & monitor all aspects of a

product operation from the user-

friendly Colour Interface.

The Large Working Aperture allows for

easy work area access.

Easy transfer and manoeuvring of

medium to heavy powders.
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mobile extraction
all sizes catered for

Small and large solutions available

Our mobile units can be provided to suit a range of

requirements in vastly different environments; from

individual workplaces to complete solutions for

entire production halls. They are particularly

convenient in situations with a lack of space, like

dental practices. 

User-friendly, the low noise level and low energy

consumption mean they are a perfect solution for

busy labs. 

Simple operation and maintenance. 

Recirculation operation is also possible. 

Easy and contamination low filter exchange. 

The design of the extraction point is adapted 

to the requirements of each individual 

workplace condition. 

The filter systems’ long service life significantly

reduces downtime and maintenance costs.
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chemical storage
certified process-optimised solutions 

We offer system solutions for

process-optimised storage of

chemicals and hazardous substances

in scientific research, development

and production. Our team of Experts

will meet your individual

requirements with customised

solutions. 

Our product portfolio for storage, use

and disposal of chemicals and

hazardous substances is as diverse as

your requirements for handling them.

In addition to high-quality, certified

safety storage cabinets, we offer a

variety of fitting options and

accompanying products for every

need, however specific.
Standard storage 

Supply & disposal

Pressurised gas cylinders

Refrigerated storage

Cleanrooms & batteries

Storage ventilation & clean air 

Acids & base storage

Storage solutions available for:

We proudly supply and fit nothing but

the highest quality laboratory and

cleanroom equipment. This is why we

have chosen to align with DÜPERTHAL,

who set the standards when it comes to

designing system solutions for process-

optimised storage of chemicals and

hazardous materials. 
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replacement filters
a breath of fresh air

All options catered for
We offer an extensive range of filters to suit your requirements.

As well as supply, fit and service of lab equipment such as fume hoods / air

extraction and cleanrooms, we also can supply and install replacement filters.

It is vitally important that you ensure the proper and safe maintenance of your

ductless fume hood or other laboratory equipment by replacing the filters on

a regular basis. If you suspect it might be time for a swap out or upgrade, just

give us a call and let our team look after you. 

We can support with supply, fit or offer a complete service depending on your

needs and lifecycle of your equipment. 
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replacement fans
a breath of fresh air

An essential element of
preventative maintenance
Speak to our team of experts regarding Polypropylene plastic fans for tough

work environments in Laboratories and the chemical industry.

Available in two designs, range P and PS for separate mounting indoors or

outdoors, and range JET for roof mounting outdoors.

Range PS are specially designed for extractor arms when higher pressure is

needed.

The fans are made of recyclable polypropylene.

We can support with supply, fit or offer a complete service depending on your

needs and the lifecycle of your equipment. 
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shared spaces
for offices, schools, healthcare etc.

Our range of products for shared spaces includes decontamination, air

purification, dust management & particulate removal. 

Speak to us directly about what products might work best for your space.

Filters 99.995% of all viruses, aerosols, pollen and

other minute particles within enclosed spaces.

Reduces the virus load by 90% within 20 minutes.

Plug & play design. 

Used in office buildings, small companies and

businesses, schools and daycare centres.

Certified design with minimal ambient noise. 

Short lead times. 

Air Purification from Sasoo

110x More Effective Than

UVC light in just 8 Seconds.

Up to 99.999% kill rates. 

Simple to install & use

immediately. 

Safe, effective, efficient.

Can be used in healthcare

facilities, clean rooms, office

buildings, and more. 

Safe for use with any

footwear

UV Shoe disinfection
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preventative
maintenance

NSP is committed to keeping your equipment safe and working at

maximum efficiency. The team provides fast professional service for

planned equipment maintenance and unexpected repairs.

Mobile and Modular Cleanrooms

Microbiological Safety Cabinets /

DOP Testing / KI Discus Testing

Laminar Flow Cabinets / Particle

Count Testing

Local Exhaust Ventilation Systems

Ducted and Non Ducted Fume

Cupboards

Filtered Units and Replacement

Filters

Laboratory and Industrial Weighing

Systems

Temperature Mapping and Validation

Various Other Laboratory Equipment

Preventative Maintenance 

Washer Disinfector

Flusher Disinfector

Automated Endoscope Reprocessor

Controlled environmental storage

cabinets (ducted and non-ducted)

Autoclave

Lab water testing

Ultrasonic washers and baths

Containment

Incubators, ovens and cold storage

Healthcare and Lab Validation &

Calibration
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Contact Us

+353 (0)41 982 1389

Bough Road, 

Seneschalstown,

Beauparc,

Navan,

Co. Meath, C15 FX24
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